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after that, it's almost a snap. just plug in the usb cable and plug into the madmapper. open the surface tab, put
the resolume node in the mixer and voila, you're in business. the resolume is the cross plot image used by
madmapper. you can change the output image if you wish to. you can read a lot more about it in the avid user's
area. if you want to learn more about projection mapping, check out the following madmapper tutorial by
mathias ahrens if you are curious how to generate resolumes for other forms of projection, you can find the
announcement thread announcing the inclusion of the custom slice tool in madmapper. here is a video showing
it in action: after you have built and tested the project, make sure that you upload the webm file using the
grooveshark widget on the website. madmapper will automatically transcode the image into various formats so
that you can load it into your website. if you are also going to use the galleryskate video player, it will work out
of the box. you don't have to do anything more, just go to the madmapper and choose your project. this is a
free beta release of madmapper for mac os x. at this point it is not so much a video editor as a free media
projection software. however, it can be used in conjunction with other nles. an alternative term for this is
"desktop projector". madmapper is a software that allows you to project videos and images from a mac onto a
wall, landscape or object, using a projector.madmapper provides all the tools and functionality needed to make
a good video projection: all the projection sizes (rectangular and trapezoidal), all the projection modes, auto-
mapping and reverse mapping, and even a set of automatic correction modes.
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